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Abstract- With the increasing demand of Cloud based resources, the customers have been attracted to the various offerings of 

cloud computing and mainly it has been seen that the Cloud storages have been centre of attraction because of free limited 

storage for users. Customers are moving their documents into cloud storages because of various options in cloud storages. We 

are using various mobile based apps to store images in our system but due to limited storage capacity of our system we prefer 

cloud storages for storing different files specially images. The image files include files of various formats like JPG Image Files, 

GIF Images, JPEG Files etc. The image documents on Cloud or server repository is increasing rapidly. Therefore, it becomes 

necessary to ensure confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of document or information over cloud storage and in addition, 

there must be some mechanism that helps users for fast encryption of their image to be stored in cloud and fast decryption of 

same image from cloud to their devices. Since the service level, agreements are very strong and there is no fear to keep the data 

in cloud because of strong SLA implementation policies. Therefore, we must investigate Conventional algorithm’s efficiency 

over cloud in terms encryption time, decryption time, key sizes. In this paper we will analyse the performance for exchange of 

Images with various block cipher SKC algorithms specially 3DES, AES and Blowfish to find more efficient symmetric block 

cipher algorithm in the term of encipherment and decipherment time at different settings like variable file sizes with fixed key 

sizes, variable file sizes with variable key size, Fixed file sizes with fixed key size and Fixed file sizes with variable key sizes. 

 

Index Terms -Cloud Computing, Cryptography, Encryption, Crypter Tool, Decryption, encipherment and decipherment

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the birth of cloud based computing various issues have 

been developed and researchers have suggested various 

solutions of these problems. One of issues among these was 

data security in cloud. Since we are using various offerings 

of cloud computing which ranges from processing 

capabilities to storages capabilities in cloud.For securing data 

in cloud, cryptography has played an excellent role. 

Cryptography can be applied at three sections, one is at cloud 

provider’s site which is treated as insecure, second option is 

to implement encryption at third party and lastly, 

implementation of encryption at client end.  

 

If we apply encryption to massive data at client end, it means 

there is no need to use cloud storage. We move to cloud 

storages and third party encryption is again complicated 

because of massive data transfers from client to third party 

for encryption and then back. But due to complexities of 

processing massive data at client end and third party 

transferring massive data to cloud, encryption at cloud is 

easy but due to security same is avoided by customers. With 

the birth of strong service level agreements (SLA’s) 

Customer’s grievance has been resolved up to extent and 

now because of strong implementation of SLA’s, customers 

are encouraged to use encryption at cloud end without fear. 

Now an issue of selection of appropriate algorithm for 

encryption of different format of documents in cloud is 

required. 

 

Therefore we must investigates Conventional algorithm’s 

efficiency over cloud in terms encryption time, decryption 

time, key sizes,  best operating system for encrypting 

different format of documents.  

 

In this Paper, we will analyse the performance for encryption   

of image Files with various block cipher SKC algorithms to 

find more efficient symmetric block cipher algorithm in the 

term of decipherment and decipherment time at different 

settings like variable file sizes with fixed key sizes, variable 

file sizes with variable key size, Fixed file sizes with fixed 

key size and Fixed file sizes with variable key sizes. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Nowadays, massive information is migrating from local 

machine and storages to cloud based storages because of 

http://www.isroset.org/
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various offerings by cloud provider. Due to exponential 

Growth of social networking, variety of information contents 

especially images are widely used in different processes. 

Therefore, the security of image data from unauthorized uses 

is important. Conventional Image encryption schemes 

does  information hiding and making it unreadable and 

prevents from hacker or eavesdropper (including server 

administrators and others) that have access to these contents 

or any other type of transmitted information through Social 

media. 

 

Traditional Image-Cryptic algorithms get the pixels of the 

input image to transform into cryptic image in variety of 

ways. The comparative analysis of these schemes is essential 

to explore the Faster encryption time such that encrypted 

image is exchanged  faster to the person. Perfection in the 

transformation back into image after deciphering it. [1,2] 

 

 

There is no doubt the way cloud computing has drastically 

changed the everyone’s perception about cloud infrastructure 

which includes SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, XaaS and the Cloud 

computing has been considered as great innovation [3].  

 

Because in cloud storages, storage providers have full control 

and user have always fear of losing data in cloud so it has 

been seen that till users refrains to migrate their confidential 

data in the cloud. Security of outsourced data is a great 

challenge. The major requirement for achieving security in 

outsourced databases are confidentiality, privacy, integrity, 

availability [4,5,6,7]. 

 

Cryptography is first step towards the security of the 

sensitive information of data owners in cloud storage. 

Various Cryptographic algorithms has been introduced from 

time to time to encrypt the data and mainly it has been seen 

that AES, 3DES, RC6, Twofish and Blowfish has been used 

for security purpose.[7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17] 

 

We have assumed that strong service level agreements within 

cloud users and cloud providers, encouraged the adoption of 

cloud based encryption. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

Among the existing symmetric key algorithms, choosing 

much efficient symmetric key cryptographic encryption and 

decryption technique has been an issue. To choose the best 

SKC (symmetric key cryptographic) algorithm from a list of 

symmetric key encryption and decryption algorithms like 

AES, Blowfish and 3DES algorithms, we need to find 

encryption time and decryption time first to get the best out 

of them.  

 

  
Fig.1a. Home Screen of Crypto Tool          

                                                                     

 
Fig.1b.  Choice of algorithm for comparison 

 

 
 

     Fig1c. Types of files for Encryption Time Analyzer                                                    
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Fig.1d. Plot of performance of Encryption time 

    

We are investigating best cipher using cloud Crypter tool, 

which provides actual statistics generated during encryption 

or decryption in several cases.  

Category I: Encryption of image Files of variable sizes with 

fixed key.  

Category II: Decryption of image Files of variable sizes with 

fixed key.  

Category III: Encryption of Image Files of fixed size with 

Variable key sizes. 

Category IV: Decryption of Image Files of fixed size with 

Variable key sizes. 

 

For first category, input files supplied to above tool varies 

with size of Image Files with fixed key size and 

corresponding execution time for encryption has been 

recorded accordingly. The result obtained has been presented 

in Table 2.1a and demonstrated in figure Fig 2.1a.In second 

category focus is given on decryption time. For second 

category with the same input files supplied in category 1 to 

above tool varies with size of Image Files and corresponding 

execution time for decryption has been monitored 

accordingly. The result obtained has been presented in Table 

2.1b and demonstrated in figure 2.1b.The performance has 

been analyzed for all sort of symmetric algorithms that are 

available and used in commercial product. 

 

For third category with the same input file (any one ) 

supplied in category 1 to above tool varies with size of key 

Files and corresponding execution time for encryption has 

been monitored accordingly. The result obtained has been 

presented in Table 2.1c and demonstrated in figure 2.1c.The 

performance has been analyzed for all sort of symmetric 

algorithms that are available and used in commercial 

product. 

 

For fourth category with the same the same input file (any 

one) supplied in category 1 to above tool varies with size of 

key Files and corresponding execution time for decryption 

has been monitored accordingly. The result obtained has 

been presented in Table 2.1d and demonstrated in figure 

2.1d. 

 

 

The performance has been analyzed for all sort of symmetric 

algorithms that are available and used in commercial 

product. 

 

IV. RESULT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

 

In order to analyze the performance of conventional SKC 

algorithms, various combinations of Image Files of different 

sizes and keys of different sizes is required. The Cloud 

Crypter tool has taken a set of Image Files and key with 

different sizes for this performance analysis.  The different 

results achieved in the form of different graphs and tables for 

various symmetric key cryptography algorithms are given 

below. In order to investigate the performance of AES, 

Blowfish and DES algorithms algorithm over various Image 

Files with variable encryption key size and corresponding 

time taken to encrypt Image Files is discussed in detail 

followed by the counter part of Encryption process i.e., 

decryption of encrypted Image Files (processed with various 

key lengths) is discussed in later section of this chapter. 

 

Simulation results corresponding to Encryption and 

Decryption of four Input Image Files of sizes 19kb, 20kb, 

225Kb and 242Kb respectively with fixed key is depicted in 

Table 2.1a and Table 2.1b Corresponding Bar-chart 

representation of performance of AES, 3DES and Blowfish 

algorithm is depicted in Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.1b covering 

category I&II. 

 

Table 2.1c and 2.1d indicates the Simulation results 

corresponding to Encryption and Decryption of fixed Image 

Files of 19 Kb with variable Key sizes of.008kb, .009kb, 

.0010kb and .0011kb respectively. 

 

Corresponding Bar Chart representation of performance of 

AES, Blowfish and DES algorithms is depicted in Figure 

2.1c and Figure 2.1d covering category III&IV.The 

Comparative  performance of AES, Blowfish and 3DES 

algorithms over Image Files  of fixed size and variable sizes 

along with  variable fixed Encryption /Decryption keys and 

variable Encryption /Decryption keys have been investigated  

and corresponding Encryption/Decryption time taken to 

generate encrypted/Decrypted  Image Files is discussed in 

this section in great details.  

 

Table 2.1a and 2.1b shows Encryption/Decryption time taken 

by all algorithms discussed above with variable Image Files 
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and fixed key and Table 1.1c and 1.1d shows 

Encryption/Decryption time taken by all algorithms 

discussed above with fixed Image Files File and Variable key 

Sizes. 

 

Here simulation results corresponding to four Input Image 

Files 19kb, 20kb, 225Kb and 242Kb respectively with fixed 

key of .008Kb is represented by fig 2.1a and fig 2.1b 

respectively.  

 

 Table 2.1c and 2.1d shows Encryption/Decryption time 

taken by all algorithms discussed above with fixed Image 

Files of size 13.28Kb and Key sizes of.008kb, .009kb, 

.0010kb and .0011kb respectively. in Table 2.1c and 2.1d 

shows  Encryption/Decryption time taken by all algorithms 

discussed above with fixed Image Files File and Variable key 

Sizes. 

 

Here simulation results corresponding to four Key sizes of 

8kb, 9kb, 10kb and 11kb with fixed Image Files of size 19Kb 

is  represented by fig 2.1c and fig 2.1d respectively. 

 
Table 2.1a: Encryption Time Taken by algorithms with fixed key of  

file size .008Kb. 

File Size 3DES blowfish AES 

20kb 0.001987 0.00456 0.000435 

19kb 0.002731 0.00634 0.000327 

225kb 0.030305 0.006738 0.004665 

242kb 0.032781 0.007266 0.005039 

  

Table2.1b: Decryption Time Taken by algorithms with fixed key of 

file size .008Kb. 

                                                  

Table 2.1c: Encryption Time Taken by algorithms with fixed Image  

Files of 19Kb with variable key Files. 

   File 

Size 

3DES blowfish AES 

.008kb 0.002011 0.000463 0.000321 

.009kb 0.001947 0.000472 0.000319 

.0010kb 0.002004 0.000458 0.000318 

.0011kb 0.002014 0.000459 0.000330 

                                              

     Table 2.1d: Decryption Time Taken by algorithms with fixed 

Image   Files of 19Kb with variable key Files 

Key Size 3DES blowfish AES 

.008kb 0.001981 0.000429 0.000324 

.009kb 0.002007 0.00043 0.000318 

.0010kb 0.001982 0.000428 0.000315 

.0011kb 0.001984 0.000425 0.000319 

                                               

 
Fig2a: AES Encryption of Variable Image clips with  fixed key                                                                           

 

 
 

Fig2b: AES Decryption of Variable Image clips with   fixed key 

 

 
Fig2c:AES Encryption of Fixed Image clips with Variable key 

 

 
Fig2d:AES decryption of Fixed Image clips with Variable key 

File Size 3DES blowfish AES 

20kb 0.002017 0.000432 0.000318 

19kb 0.002810 0.000598 0.000455 

225kb 0.030604 0.006432 0.004699 

242kb 0.033052 0.006976 0.005122 
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Fig3a 3DES Encryption of Variable Image clips with Fixed key 

 

 

 
Fig3b: 3DES  Decryption of Variable Image clips with   Fixed key 

 

 

 
Fig3c: 3DES Encryption of Fixed Image clips with  Variable key 

 

 
Fig3d: 3DES decryption of Fixed Image clips Variable key 

 

 

 
Fig4a: Blowfish Encryption of Variable Image clips  with   Fixed 

key 

 
Fig4b: Blowfish Decryption of Variable Image clips with Fixed 

key. 

 

 
 

Fig4c: Blowfish Encryption of Fixed Image clips with  Variable key 

 

 
Fig4d: Blowfish Decryption of Fixed Image clips with Variable key                                                                                        
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V. OBSERVATION AND CONCLUSION 

 

After investigation of experimental work, we have observed 

that in case of Encryption Time Taken by algorithms for 

variable image files with fixed key of file size .008Kb,AES 

takes less time than Blowfish and 3DES.anyhow the time 

taken by AES and Blowfish is somehow comparable but 

3DES is taking almost 5-6 times much encryption time 

compared to AES and Blowfish .We have found that with the 

increase in file size, encryption time also increases.  

 

In case of Decryption Time Taken by algorithms for variable 

image files with fixed key of file size .008Kb, Among AES, 

Blowfish and 3DES, AES and Blowfish take very less time 

in comparison to 3DES and others algorithms and encryption 

time in 3DES  is almost 6-7 times much compared to AES 

and Blowfish. We have found that with the increase in file 

size, encryption time also increases. In case of encryption 

Time Taken by algorithms for fixed image clips with 

variable key, AES and Blowfish take very less time in 

comparison to 3DES and encryption time in 3DES is almost 

5 times much compared to AES and Blowfish.  it has been 

seen with fixed image file size and variable keys encryption 

time is not varying too much and it is almost same with 

variable key file sizes. Therefore, impact of variable key on 

fixed file has little impact on encryption time. 

 

In case of Decryption Time Taken by algorithms for fixed 

image clips with variable key, again AES and Blowfish takes 

almost very less time than 3DES but decryption time in 

3DES is almost 6 times much compared to AES and also it 

has been seen that with fixed image file size and variable 

keys, decryption time is not varying too much and it is 

almost same with variable key file sizes. Therefore, impact 

of variable key on fixed file has little impact on decryption 

time. 

 

The result shows that AES must be preferred over the 

encryption and decryption of image files in terms of 

encryption and decryption time in cloud. However, when we 

look into the parameters like throughput and Memory 

consumption then Blowfish, must be preferred over AES.  
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